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Build: 8.6.0.155
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Introduction
This document provides information for users upgrading from previous versions as well as for
users new to VMware Carbon Black App Control.
This document contains the following sections:


New Features and Product Enhancements
This section describes new features and product improvements added in
Carbon Black App Control v8.6.0.155.



Corrective Content
This section describes issues resolved by Carbon Black App Control v8.6.0.155.



Known Issues and Limitations
This section describes the known issues or anomalies in Carbon Black App Control
v8.6.0.155.that you should be aware of.



Contacting VMware Carbon Black Support
This section describes ways to contact VMware Carbon Black Technical Support, and
the information to prepare that will help troubleshoot a problem.



Appendix 1: New Features, Enhancements, and Corrective Content in Previous 8.x
Releases
For those upgrading to a v8.x -series release for the first time, this section provides a
quick reference to other changes introduced in previous 8.x releases.
 App Control v8.5.4
 CB Protection v8.1.6
 App Control v8.5.2
 CB Protection v8.1.4
 App Control v8.5.0
 CB Protection v8.1.0 Patch 2
 CB Protection v8.1.10
 CB Protection v8.1.0 GA
 CB Protection v8.1.8

This document is a supplement to the main Carbon Black App Control documentation.
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New Features and Product Enhancements
Product security is our top priority for Carbon Black App Control. In this release, we have
included several new enhancements to ensure that our product is prepared to keep you and
your endpoints secure. These changes include:

General Changes:


Added "Unapproved File Block Alert" that is capable of limiting alert triggers and e-mails
for files or file/computer combinations that repeatedly match the filters during the time
period set.



Replaced OpenSSL calls with Windows system calls in software and installer.



Added global_state as a field to all four syslog output formats.
It displays the global approval state of the file in the event.



Added a clarification to the REST API documentation for the Computer object's
'debugFlags' property.



Increased the default max upload limit for host package installers from 100MB to
200MB.



Logging messages related to connections and disconnections to SQL Server were
updated to be more precise.



Removed support for SQL 2008 and Windows 2008 R2. During installation, the installer
will now perform a check and prevent you from installing on Windows 2008 R2.
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Changes to the Events Page


Added new fields to the events API.



Added two new event subtypes to support custom rule read events:



o

Read block (Custom Rule) 'Execution block(custom rule)' and 'Write
block(custom rule)' event now show the correct operations when the reading of
the file has been blocked.

o

Report read (Custom Rule) Reports the event:
File '$pathname$$pathSeparator$$filename$' was read.

Added linked Carbon Black Cloud icon to the process column in events when the
appropriate integration is set up.

Library Cleanup
Updated the following libraries:


Updated PHP to version 7.3.24



Updated Genivia gSOAP to 2.8.108



Updated the Boost Library to 1.74.0
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Supported upgrade paths
Below is a table explaining the supported upgrade paths for Carbon Black App Control
8.6.0.155 servers:

Upgrading from:

Upgrading to:

v8.0.0

⇨ v8.6.0

v8.1.0

⇨ v8.6.0

v8.1.4

⇨ v8.6.0

v8.1.6

⇨ v8.6.0

v8.1.8

⇨ v8.6.0

V8.1.10

⇨ v8.6.0

V8.5.0

⇨ v8.6.0

V8.5.2

⇨ v8.6.0

V8.5.4

⇨ v8.6.0
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Corrective Content
This section lists the defects fixed in Carbon Black App Control 8.6.0.155 Server.

Item #

Description

EP-3046

Fixed an issue where the event description generated after a failed login attempt
was not accurate.

EP-6453

Fixed an issue that had a negative performance impact on the 'install-eventdetails.php' page.

EP-7696

Fixed a performance issue with the scheduled task, ExportGetEvents.

EP-9576

Fixed an issue on the adpolicy-details.php page where errors occurred related to
reaching the default 1MB buffer size. Contact customer support if you need to
modify this default buffer size.

EP-10219

Fixed an issue where some event-based alerts did not save the event filters
properly.

EP-10533

Fixed an issue where the install failed if the service account password ended with
a backslash.



The service user password may now contain any character.
The SQL user password may now contain any character except the single
quote.

EP-10788

Fixed an issue where the agent could send non critical, system information to the
server too often causing excessive network traffic.

EP-11193

Fixed an issue where the EventTrace logs grew beyond allowed size.

EP-11277

Fixed minor grammatical errors in event descriptions.

EP-11347

Fixed an issue in the log file by adding logging in the case of invalid “FileUpload”
request.

EP-11443

Fixed a unique issue where a user with limited policy access is unable to make
file rule modifications on the File Details page after previously removing the rule
from the Edit Approval by Policy page.
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Item #

Description

EP-11476

Fixed an issue where events related to trusted directory file approvals displayed
incorrect source information.

EP-11545

Fixed an issue with time filtering when the browser is not in the same time zone
as the server.

EP-11687

Fixed an issue where syslog traffic was directed to the localhost regardless of the
specified External Event Logging settings.

EP-11715

Fixed an issue affecting Firewall port rules during server installation in Windows
Server 2016 and Server 2019

EP-11734

Fixed an issue where an error occurred when clicking remote details links for files
and rules using Unified Management.

EP-11753

Fixed an issue where users were unable to update a computer template and
received the following error: "Network error while trying to communicate with Carbon
Black App Control Server Error: Error fetching http headers"
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Known Issues and Limitations
The following table lists the known issues and limitations present in the Carbon Black
App Control 8.6.0.155 Server.
Item #

Description

EP-1222

If the CryptoAPI cannot initialize, the license will not be imported. This is typically
due to the environment not being set up according to the installation instructions.

EP-2752

If you modify the permissions of, or disable, the "admin" user that ships with the
product, the API module may no longer function correctly, causing problems when
using the REST API and the console. Make sure that the "admin" user retains its
"View users" and "Manage users" permissions, and that it is not disabled.

EP-2879

Baseline Drift Reports report on Windows computers only; they do not report on
Mac or Linux computers.

EP-3157

Exports to CSV of tabular data from console pages do not render date and time
fields consistently with respect to time zone. Some columns are reported as UTC;
others use the local time zone.

EP-3349

Right after a new version of App Control is installed, the version health indicator
will incorrectly report that the previous version is the newest version. Refreshing
the health indicator will cause it to disappear and will remove the incorrect report.

EP-3352

When a file that no longer exists is selected for deletion, the App Control Server
should generate an error with subtype "File deletion processed (file not found)".
Instead, an event with the subtype "File deletion failed" is erroneously generated.

EP-3397

When choosing View CB Reputation Data on the Action menu of a App Control
file table, a failure message always appears after viewing the data. The message
is "View CB Reputation Data failed for 1 item(s)." No actual failure has occurred,
however.

EP-4085

When uninstalling the App Control server a message may appear saying that the
system is protected by the App Control agent even though the agent has already
been uninstalled.

EP-4093

When editing the User Roles Page, clicking the Save button has the same
functionality as the Save and Exit Button.

EP-4094

Users without the "View Policies" permission will not be able to make use of RoleBased Access Controls based on policies.
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Item #

Description

EP-4151

On the Find Files page, after creating a saved view the message "(The Current
View Has Unsaved Changes - Discard)" is still displayed after clicking on the Add
button.

EP-4152

Grouping does not always work on the Application Catalog or the Applications on
Computers page. If you elect to show the Version Number column and group by
it, the groups that appear on the page will not expand.

EP-4175

In some cases when the server is set to high-level logging, it does not actually log
everything that should be logged in this mode.

EP-4578

If a user turns on the config property ShowHiddenCustomRules and creates a
Custom Rule with a hidden action (that is, an action ending with "(Hidden)") that
rule will display as an expert rule after being saved. Rules of this type requiring an
Operation value of "Execute and Write" should be created as two separate rules
to avoid losing data.

EP-4660

A console user account based on Active Directory may be unable to log into
Unified Server even when prompted to authenticate.

EP-4670

The App Control console can become unresponsive if the query to Active
Directory to check user’s permissions times out.

EP-5504

Systems created using Sysprep may not boot if Tamper Protection was enabled
when Sysprep was performed.

EP-5555

After upgrading the App Control server to the current release, an event of type
“Server Management” and subtype "Server upgrade succeeded" that should
appear on the Events page does not appear there.

EP-5700

On the Software Rules page, the column showing affected policies can show a
blank policy name. This will appear as two commas with a space between them.
This occurs when a rule once applied to a policy that has been subsequently
deleted.

EP-5703

From the App Control console one can request a diagnostic upload from an
endpoint. Canceling such a request while it is underway does not always work.
Sometimes cancellation can merely cause the endpoint to retry the upload.

EP-5801

The reset button on the Computers page does not function on Microsoft Edge.
Please use a supported browser.

EP-5806

Using the default settings for Okta and Windows 2008, the .NET version on
Windows 2008 does not support SHA-256. In order to use Okta with Windows
2008, you either have to update the .NET version or use SHA-1.

EP-6510

Some customers have reported seeing false positives with the Doppleganger rule
being triggered by TIWorker.exe and TrustedInstaller.exe
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Item #

Description

EP-6515

In a specific scenario it's possible for newly installed agents to register with the
server from a deleted policy.

EP-6719

File analysis through connectors will not work with files containing certain foreign
characters in the name.

EP-6721

If a SAML identity provider requires a signed logout request, the logout request
will fail.

EP-6796

In some cases it's not possible to export a large amount (300+) of custom rules.

EP-7891

When adding a user to the "Linux User/Group to Manage Agents" section of the
Agent Management configuration the message “(Not validated)” is erroneously
returned. The new user should still be added.

EP-8908

Licensing page fails to display expiration warning when less than one day
remains.

EP-9110

Some customers have reported the saved view column info is not displayed
properly on initial load.
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Contacting VMware Carbon Black Support
Please view our Customer Support Guide on the User Exchange for more information about
Technical Support:
https://community.carbonblack.com/t5/Support-Zone/Guide-to-Carbon-Black-CustomerSupport/ta-p/34324
For your convenience, support for Carbon Black App Control is available through several
channels:

Technical Support Contact Options
Web: User eXchange
E-mail: support@carbonblack.com
Phone: 877.248.9098

Reporting Problems
When you call or email technical support, please provide the following information to the support
representative:

Required
Information

Description

Contact

Your name, company name, telephone number, and e-mail address

Product version

Product name (for example, Carbon Black App Control Server or Agent)
and version number

Hardware
configuration

Hardware configuration of the server or endpoint having the issue
(processor, memory, and RAM)

Problem

Action causing the problem, error message returned, and event log
output (as appropriate)

Problem severity

Critical, Major, Minor, Request
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Appendix 1: New Features, Enhancements, and
Corrective Content in Previous 8.x Releases
Note: v8.5.0 included rebranding. Previous versions were referred to as CB Protection. Starting
with version 8.5.0, the product is named Carbon Black App Control. References in the software
and documentation reflect that change.
App Control v8.5.4
Corrective Content
App Control v8.5.2
Corrective Content
App Control v8.5.0
New Features and Product Enhancements
Corrective Content
CB Protection v8.1.10
Corrective Content
CB Protection v8.1.8
New Features and Product Enhancements
Corrective Content
CB Protection v8.1.6
New Features and Product Enhancements
Corrective Content
CB Protection v8.1.4
New Features and Product Enhancements
Corrective Content
CB Protection v8.1.0 Patch 2
New Features and Product Enhancements
Corrective Content
CB Protection v8.1.0 GA
New Features and Product Enhancements
Corrective Content
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App Control v8.5.4
Introduction
App Control 8.5.4 is a maintenance release that addresses a critical product defect.

Supported upgrade paths
Below is a table explaining the supported upgrade paths for Carbon Black App Control 8.5.4
servers:

Upgrading from:

Upgrading to:

v8.0.0

⇨ v8.5.4

v8.1.0

⇨ v8.5.4

v8.1.4

⇨ v8.5.4

v8.1.6

⇨ v8.5.4

v8.1.8

⇨ v8.5.4

V8.1.10

⇨ v8.5.4

V8.5.0

⇨ v8.5.4

V8.5.2

⇨ v8.5.4

Corrective Content
This section lists the defects fixed in Carbon Black App Control 8.5.4 Server.

Item #

Description

EP-11687

Fixed issue where syslog traffic ceased after upgrading to v8.5.2.
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App Control v8.5.2
Introduction
IMPORTANT: 8.5.0 was recalled due to a critical product defect. That defect, EP-11522, was
resolved in this 8.5.2.4 release.
NOTE REGARDING SIEM:
Events were rebranded to use new product names. Your SIEM may need to be updated to
reflect these changes.
The Vendor and Product name have changed; the new values are VMware_Carbon_Black
and App_Control respectively.
In Server versions prior to 8.5.2 these values were Carbon_Black and Protection.

Supported upgrade paths
Below is a table explaining the supported upgrade paths for Carbon Black App Control 8.x
servers:

Upgrading from:

Upgrading to:

v8.0.0

⇨ v8.5.2

v8.1.0

⇨ v8.5.2

v8.1.4

⇨ v8.5.2

v8.1.6

⇨ v8.5.2

v8.1.8

⇨ v8.5.2

V8.1.10

⇨ v8.5.2

V8.5.0

⇨ v8.5.2
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Corrective Content
This section lists the defect fixed in Carbon Black App Control 8.5.2.4 Server.

Item #

Description

EP-11522

Fixed a critical product issue in 8.5.0.38.
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App Control v8.5.0
New Features and Product Enhancements
Product security is our top priority for Carbon Black App Control. In this release, we have
included several new enhancements to ensure that our product is prepared to keep you and
your endpoints secure. These changes include:

Most Notable Changes:


Rebranded the user interface and documentation to Carbon Black App Control.

The following changes are also reflected in the User Interface and documentation:
o

CB Predictive Security Cloud (PSC) is now Carbon Black Cloud

o

CB Response is now Carbon Black EDR

o

CB Collective Cloud Defense is now Carbon Black File Reputation



Improved user password complexity. See Product Security Enhancements



Users can now specify how feedback banners are dismissed. There is now a user
setting to set the feedback banner to automatically dismiss without a click.



Many 3rd party libraries have been updated. See: Library Cleanup

Other Changes:




Replaced OpenSSL with the native Windows encryption libraries.
Made changes to the way we distribute file reputation data to reduce database locking.
Added support for SQL Server 2019.
IMPORTANT NOTE: Installation of the latest Cumulative Update is required.
(This is due to new feature in SQL Server 2019, inlining scalar-valued user-defined
functions, which causes major issues without the latest Cumulative Update.)

Library Cleanup
Updated the following libraries:
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Updated Log4net library to version 2.0.8.



Updated Bootstrap library CSS to 4.5.0.



Updated jQuery to version 3.5.1.



Updated Yara to version 4.0.1.



Updated Telerik library to version 2020.2.617.45.



Updated PHP library to version 7.3.19.



Updated SimpleSAMLphp library to version 1.18.7.



Updated gSOAP library to version 2.8.101.

Changes to the Events Page


Events rebranded to use new product names.

Product Security Enhancements


Added ability to specify user password requirements including:
o

Minimum password length

o

Minimum number of special characters

o

Password expirations, including the ability to specify a warning and grace period.

Go to: System Configuration> General tab
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Added ability to make passwords temporary and force user to create new password
upon logging in.
Go to: Login Accounts>User Details



Updated the hashing algorithm used for global CLI passwords for agents version 8.5.0
and above. The MD5 hash has been replace with the SHA-256 hash.

Supported upgrade paths
Below is a table explaining the supported upgrade paths for Carbon Black App Control 8.5.0
servers:

Upgrading from:

Upgrading to:

v8.0.0

⇨ v8.5.0

v8.1.0

⇨ v8.5.0

v8.1.4

⇨ v8.5.0

v8.1.6

⇨ v8.5.0

v8.1.8

⇨ v8.5.0

V8.1.10

⇨ v8.5.0
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Corrective Content
This section lists defect fixed in Carbon Black App Control 8.5.0.38 Server.

Item #

Description

EP-3542

Fixed a permissions issue in the Change Policy portlet.
Users with Assign Computers permission can now use this portlet.

EP-6988

Fixed an issue where the system configuration page would intermittently timeout.

EP-8873

Fixed an issue that was causing the console to timeout on the file details page.

EP-11055

Fixed an issue where temporary debugging was not working.

EP-11092

Fixed an issue that was disabling the Limit Export Directory size when updating
the Root URL on the External Analytics page.

EP-11122

Fixed an issue with upgrades where the server service could hang when using AD
for user authentication.
NOTE: By default, the server does not attempt to connect to Active Directory
securely.

EP-11196

Fixed an issue where actions on the computer details page did not work when
navigated to from certain links.
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CB Protection v8.1.10
CB Protection 8.1.10 was a maintenance release.

CB Protection Server Supported upgrade paths
Below is a table explaining the supported upgrade paths for CB Protection servers:

Upgrading from:

Upgrading to:

v8.0.0

⇨ v8.1.10

v8.1.0

⇨ v8.1. 10

v8.1.4

⇨ v8.1.10

v8.1.6

⇨ v8.1.10

v8.1.8

⇨ v8.1.10

Corrective Content
This section lists defect fixed in CB Protection 8.1.10 Server.

Item #

Description

EP-11079

Fixed an issue where the CB Protection installer deleted VMware Inc. registry
keys.
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CB Protection v8.1.8
New Features and Product Enhancements
Product security is our top priority for CB Protection. In this release, we have included several
new enhancements to ensure that our product is prepared to keep you and your endpoints
secure. These changes include:

Most Notable Changes:


Trusted Directories can now create rules assigned to specific policies.



Internal Yara rules and Script rules are now shipped with the Rules Installer. They are no
longer shipping with the Server release.



Updated the Carbon Black EULA to be consistent with the VMware EULA.



The License Expiration Date now displays on the System Configuration page.



We added a new 'Rapid Config' column to the Events and Cached Events pages. It will
show the name of the Rapid Config that caused the event.



We updated PHP to version 7.3.11



Many 3rd party libraries have been updated or removed.
See: Library Cleanup

Other Changes:


We improved the user experience by ensuring the left-side menu continues to display
while the user scrolls down the page.



On the Installer Versions page, we improved the reporting of the Rules “Version
Installed.”
o

Previously: “Unknown” was reported if rules were installed but a rules installer
version was not available.

o

Now: the rules version displays even in the absence of the rules installer.
For example: “From Server Version 8.1.0 P2”
NOTE: In rare occasions, the rules version is truly unknown and the system
displays “From Unknown Server Version.”



We updated various Microsoft components to the latest versions.



Script Rules may no longer be created via the UI or API if they have not been previously
installed via a Rules Installer.



A link was added to the Rapid Config editor page that will take the user to the Events
page and show events generated by the Rapid Config in the past 1 day.
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Library Cleanup
Removed unused versions of the following libraries:


Boxer javascript library



jquery.simulate javascript library



Datatables Bootstrap library



Dojo javascript library



Unused version of the jQuery javascript library



Bootstrap.js library. (Note: Some bootstrap css is still in use.)



Knockoutjs library



Modernizr library

Updated the following libraries:


Updated jQuery UI javascript library to version 1.12.1.



Updated the simplesamlphp library to version 1.17.7.



Updated the Smarty PHP library to version 3.1.33.



Updated jQuery library to version 3.4.1.



Updated the AjaxControlToolkit library to version 19.1.



Updated third party JavaScript libraries HoverIntent to r7 and Superfish to 1.7.10.



Updated jQuery.scrollTo plugin to version 2.1.2.



Updated MochiKit library to version 1.4.2.

Changes to the Events Page


In the Events page, “Rapid Config” is a new column now available when specifying
column settings on the page. If the event was caused by a Rapid Config, the name of
that Rapid Config will be displayed.

Product Security Enhancements


Removed the "Make local copy of agent cache" option from the Computer Details page
as it is no longer supported.



Modified the encryption used for remote database backup passwords to be more secure.
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CB Protection Server Supported upgrade paths
Below is a table explaining the supported upgrade paths for CB Protection servers:

Upgrading from:

Upgrading to:

v8.0.0

⇨ v8.1.8

v8.1.0

⇨ v8.1. 8

v8.1.4

⇨ v8.1.8

v8.1.6

⇨ v8.1.8
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Corrective Content
This section lists defects fixed in CB Protection 8.1.8.258 Server.

Item #

Description

EP-1331

Fixed an issue where clicking the Cancel button while editing on the Unified
Management configuration page did not reset the page to the previous state.
Now, the Cancel button terminates the action and returns the user to the page in
the previous state.

EP-6547

Fixed an issue that caused the Save button on the user role details page to exit
the page.
Now, clicking Save keeps you on the user role details page after saving the
changes.

EP-6565

Fixed an incorrect message when removing a file ban or approval by policy from
the file details page.
Now, a message displays pertinent to the action.

EP-6573

Fixed an issue that caused certain groups in table pages to not be expanded if
they were numbers like "0068".
Now, groups expand normally despite their numerical structure.

EP-6647
EP-6648
EP-6655

Fixed an issue on the baseline drift page where numerical filters displayed options
common to text strings rather than numeric options.



Baseline Drift page: “percent complete” filter and "number of files" filters
Policy Details page: CL filter

Now, the numerical filters display relevant options, such as “equal to/greater
than”.
EP-6661

Fixed an issue where “Source Names” were not being reported correctly in the
case of Trusted Directories.
Now, “Source Names” are reported correctly for trusted directories.
Note: This fix is not retroactive; it will only fix the Source Names from this point,
forward.
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Item #

Description

EP-7110

Fixed an issue that prevented index compression being enabled when installing
against SQL Server 2016 Standard SP1 and later.
Now, you can enable index compression when installing against SQL Server 2016
Standard SP1 and later.

EP-7643

Fixed an issue that caused HTML to appear on the SAML configuration help
popups.
Now, only the pertinent plain text displays on the popups.

EP-7912

Fixed issue where Reporter startup events displayed the incorrect version
number.
Now, the correct software version number displays in Reporter startup events.

EP-8125

Fixed issue with displayed values and also improved filter usability on the
Custom, Registry, and Memory rule pages.
Now, the improved filter reduces the likelihood of columns where no values
display.

EP-8154

Fixed issue where a duplicate Help icon displayed on the Active Directory
configuration page.
Now, the page displays with the single, correct Help icon.

EP-8369

Fixed issues with the alert links in the console header.
Now, alert links work as expected in the console header.

EP-8427

Fixed a potential query timeout issue while importing file rules.
Now, a SQL data type mismatch no longer prevents indexes from being used
when looking up files by hash.

EP-8792

Fixed an issue on the Events page where “grouping by source,” or subgrouping,
created links on group rows that did not work.
Now, links on the Events page work correctly regardless if they are grouped by
source or part of a subgroup.
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Item #

Description

EP-8794

Fixed an issue where failed agent registrations were not causing events under
some circumstances.
Now, failed agent registrations generate an event as expected.

EP-8842

Fixed an issue where advanced custom rule options "Process Publisher" and "File
Publisher" were not exported when exporting custom rules.
Now, the advanced custom rule options "Process Publisher" and "File Publisher"
export when you export custom rules.

EP-8888

Fixed a timeout issue on the Update Agent/Rule versions page.
Now, intermittent status checks prevent long timeouts.

EP-8890

Fixed issue where errors occurred with some certificates when the hash value
was not valid.
Now, fewer errors occur when some certificates do not have valid hash values.

EP-8932

Fixed an issue where the expiration time of a policy override code was not clearly
defined.
Now, the expiration time displays the time zone for clarification.

EP-9097

Fixed an issue with the Process File Instances scheduled tasks where avoidable
database locking could occur.
Now, database locks are less likely with Process File Instances.

EP-9705

Fixed an issue where the following error message was logged even though the
file successfully published:
(CLStorage: Failed to publish CL file for default "kye")
Now, the corrected error is logged only when the file actually fails to publish.

EP9804

Fixed issue where attempts to import rules when the browser had stored the CBP
Console password caused the import to fail. Clearing the stored password
allowed the import to be successful.
Now, password fields throughout the console should no longer auto-fill with
passwords with the exception of the login page.
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Item #

Description

EP-9901

Fixed an issue where the server did not use SSL when connecting for AD
authentication.
Now, CB Protection Server attempts to connect securely to Active Directory
servers. If no secure connection is available, it will fall back to using insecure
connections.

EP-10253

Fixed an API issue that allowed policy names to contain non-printable ASCII
characters.
Now, policy names no longer contain non-printable ASCII characters.

EP-10298

Fixed issue in the expert registry rules where the text “Open Key” inferred it tracks
Open/Reads of the registry where in fact it only tracks Open/Writes.
Now, the text in expert registry rules reads "Open Key with Write Access". This
operation is not triggered by opening the key for reading.
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CB Protection v8.1.6
New Features and Product Enhancements
CB Protection version 8.1.6 provides the following improvements and enhancements:


Customers can now cache a Saved Event view in order to view and manipulate the data
more quickly in the future. For more details please see the 8.1.6 User Guide.



The PHP library that ships with CB Protection has been upgraded to version 7.2.14
(August 2019).



For new server installs the Java and Powershell Script rules are now enabled by default.
Server upgrades will retain the previous value.



The default value for AllowBansFromEventRules has been changed to true. Users can
now create bans from Event rules.



The default value for AllowMoveComputerFromEventRules has been changed to true.
Users can now move computers from Event rules.



Administrators can now add a custom banner on the CB Protection Admin login page
with customer defined text and formatting.



The username for SAML can now come from either an attribute named EmailAddress or
NameID.



Action and Operation columns have been added to Custom, Memory, and Registry rule
tables. This should make it easier to understand what a rule is doing and filter for certain
rule types. The old Action column, which included operations, has been renamed "Action
(Legacy)" and will continue to function as before except expert rules that were previously
missing information should now show both actions and operations. Filtering on the
"Action (Legacy)" column for these expert rules will not work. When grouped by "Action
(Legacy)" these rules will show up as "Expert Action(s)".



The Microsoft SCEP connector has been deprecated. It will no longer show up in new
installs and will be hidden if it is not enabled. It will be removed in a future version.



The FireEye connector has been deprecated. It will no longer show up in new installs
and will be hidden if it is not enabled. It will be removed in a future version.



The Update Agent/Rule Versions page will now be more strict about what files can be
uploaded to help avoid uploading the wrong file.



Made improvements to the process of uploading Host Package Installers and Rules
Installers when certificate validation is blocked to check against known local certificates.
If validation is still not possible there is a new prompt in the UI to allow users to
acknowledge the risk and bypass the certificate check for that file.



The server installer will now install Microsoft ODBC Driver 13.1 if at least version 13.1 is
not found on the system.
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The installer versions page now requires the View Configuration permission instead of
the Manage Configuration permission. In addition, the link to the page will not display on
the Policies page if the user lacks the View Configuration permission.



In order to improve the efficacy of a number of the Windows Script Rules (found in the
Scripts tab within the Console), the script processors in the rules are now identified by
Yara in addition to path and name. For more details, see Windows Script Rules Changes
below.

New Events


An event will now be generated when a user's session times out.

Product Security Enhancements



Changed the algorithm that generates password salts and extended the length of the
password salt.
The hashing algorithm used to communicate with agents has been updated to use
SHA256. Newer agents will detect if the server is capable of using the SHA256 algorithm
to validate and adopt accordingly.

Windows Script Rules Changes
In CB Protection 8.1.6 we now use Yara to identify several different processes as part of the
Script rules. The processes we are identifying include: cmd.exe, regedit.exe, reg.exe,
regedt32.exe, cscript.exe, wscript.exe, java.exe, javaw.exe, mshata.exe, perl.exe, python.exe,
and pythonw.exe.
The Script rules that reflect this change are named: Batch, Registry, Visual Basic, Java,
Powershell, and HTML Application.
In addition, when upgrading a server, two new Windows Script rules are added that mirror
existing rules but use Yara to identify the processors. These new rules are: Perl using Yara and
Python using Yara.
The existing Perl and Python script rules remain unchanged since they do not incorporate a
process in the rule but rather rely on file associations for the extensions pl, pm, py, pyc, pyo,
and pyw.
It is important to note that new installs will not have the Perl using Yara and Python using Yara
rules. The Yara method to identify the process has been added to the Perl and Python rules.
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CB Protection Server Supported upgrade paths to 8.1.6
Below is a table explaining the supported upgrade paths for CB Protection servers:

Upgrading from:

Upgrading to:

v8.0.0

⇨ v8.1.6

v8.1.0

⇨ v8.1.6

v8.1.4

⇨ v8.1.6

Corrective Content
This section lists the defects that were fixed in CB Protection 8.1.6 Server.

Corrective Content in CB Protection 8.1.6 Server (Build 436)
Item #

Description

EP-9772

Fixed an issue where the CB Protection Server drive could fill up with temporary
files, causing a significant performance impact, prevent events from being logged
on the server, and eventually cause your system drive to fill up and subsequently
crash.

Corrective Content in CB Protection 8.1.6 Server (Build 434)
Item #

Description

EP-1334

Fixed an issue with Chrome by prepopulating the Subject Alternative Name on the
Create X.509 Certificate dialog in the server installer.

EP-2225

Fixed an issue where it was possible to receive multiple "New file on network"
events for the same hash.

EP-2411

Fixed an issue where file paths on Linux and Mac were showing an extra slash in
some parts of the UI.
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Corrective Content in CB Protection 8.1.6 Server (Build 434)
Item #

Description

EP-2920

Fixed an issue that caused newly created alerts to not be saved when they were
being applied to selected policies. Customers should now be able to create alerts
that apply only to computers in a specific policy.

EP-3522

On table pages, the Select All checkbox will now highlight all of the selected
rows.

EP-4825

Corrected the location of the System Configuration page described on dialogs in
the server installer.

EP-6646

Multi-Threaded File Processing will now intelligently split processing in order to
maximize hosts processed.

EP-6716

Fixed a bug on table pages that caused rows to still be highlighted after the rows
were no longer selected.

EP-6918

Fixed an issue where the CB Protection Server would crash due to a timing issue
when creating config list files.

EP-7681

Improved the CB Reporter's scheduled task management to halt processing of a
task if it is disabled while in the middle of processing data. This fixes an issue
where the CB Reporter would detect a running task as being disabled and would
attempt to stop the process and cause the timer to be reset instead.

EP-7738

Fixed an issue where a user response of "No" in the installation dialogs was
ignored and the installation would continue instead of cancelling the install. This
would happen when a user selects to use a new database during install on a
server that contains an old database and the installer asks the user to confirm
they want to overwrite an existing database.

EP-8136

Fixed issues with creating and deleting baseline drift snapshots. It is now possible
to create and delete baseline snapshots.

EP-8161

Fixed an issue where autocomplete was not working in the filters fields for several
pages.
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Corrective Content in CB Protection 8.1.6 Server (Build 434)
Item #

Description

EP-8305

When a user changes their password, the event for that action now correctly
states who changed the password.

EP-8358

Fixed an issue with External Event Logging to a SQL database where, if access to
that external database was lost, events that occurred during the downtime were
not synced once the connection was restored.

EP-8373

Fixed an issue with generating Mac host packages where temp files were not
being properly cleaned up.

EP-8436

Fixed an issue where a user could get a "PHP Fatal error: Uncaught Error"
message when trying to view a Saved View that included a column showing data
they did not have permission to view. Now, If a user does not have permission to
view a column required for a Saved View, the view will no longer appear in the
Saved View dropdown menu for that user.

EP-8562

Fixed an issue where, if the resource download location setting was changed and
did not end in a trailing slash, then incorrect URLs were being generated.

EP-8829

Fixed an issue where internal custom rules that should never be edited by users
could be edited by double clicking on the table row.

EP-8870

Fixed an issue where if a computer running an agent had been converted into a
template, the 8.1.4 server was unable to allow that agent to reconnect once it was
brought online again.

EP-9075

Fixed an issue that caused an error to appear when using the "View Cb
Reputation Data" action.

EP-9112

Fixed a bug where server config values (set via the API) created events with
swapped former and new values. Previously, we would put what should be in
param2 in param3 and vice-versa.
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Corrective Content in CB Protection 8.1.6 Server (Build 434)
Item #
EP-9169

Description
Fixed multiple issues with the drag-and-drop interface for agent installers:
●

You will now see a failure message if there was a problem that caused
the host package installer to be deleted from the server.

●

The installer should now execute again instead of immediately failing
after trying to execute it after the page times out.

EP-9215

Fixed an issue that caused the help link on the Events page to go to the main help
page instead of the chapter on Events.

EP-9352

Fixed an issue where, if the installer finds any Mac and Linux agents while doing
an upgrade, it would prompt the user with a warning that no new install packages
will be generated. This is an old message that does not apply to CB Protection
8.1.4 Server and above.

EP-8829

Fixed an issue where internal custom rules that should never be edited by users
could be edited by double clicking on the table row.

EP-8870

Fixed an issue where if a computer running an agent had been converted into a
template, the 8.1.4 server was unable to allow that agent to reconnect once it was
brought online again.

EP-9075

Fixed an issue that caused an error to appear when using the "View Cb
Reputation Data" action.
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CB Protection v8.1.4
New Features and Product Enhancements
Beginning with 8.1.4, the following improvements and enhancements have been added.


To be able to provide fixes and updates more rapidly, the CB Protection Windows Agent
and Server installation have been separated.
o

No agents come with the server installation package.

o

You will need to download agent packages separately from the User Exchange.

o

Please see the “Uploading Agent Installer and Rules to the Server” chapter in the
CB Protection 8.1.4 User Guide for more details.



SQL Server 2016 SP2 and SQL Server 2017 are now supported for CB Protection
Server installs.



Customers that also have a CB Predictive Security Cloud license can now look up files,
computers, and events using the PSC integration Connector found on the connectors
tab. Once the connector is configured, new links will appear on the File Details and
Computer Details pages. Clicking these links will take you to the relevant PSC page.



You can now export File Prevalence to Syslog.



The login password hashing algorithm has been updated to use SHA256.



There is a new Script rule to track *.hta files when the process is *\mshta.exe. This rule
is enabled by default.



There is a new option for excluding the tracking of Microsoft support files. You can now
exclude tracking these files at either the server or the agent. You can find more
information about these new options in the “Excluding Tracking of Microsoft Support
Files” section of the CB Protection 8.1.4 User Guide.



There is a new RapidConfig intended to block or report a potential exploitn involving jar
files appended to msi files and related Microsoft installers. Details of this Windows
Installer Embedded File Protection Rapid Config are provided on the User Exchange.



Changes to dascli
o

In a new installation, per-agent CLI passwords will be disabled.

o

During an upgrade, the existing Agent Management settings will be used.

o

We now recommend using User or Group permission to manage the agent or to
use the Global password and use a high entropy password. By design the peragent CLI password is low entropy.
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New Events


Server Management/Agent install package generation disabled



Server Management/Agent install package generation failed



Server Management/Agent install package generation succeeded



Server Management/Default rules not found



Server Management/Host package not found (Linux)



Server Management/Host package not found (Mac)



Server Management/Host package not found (Windows)



Server Management/Install failed



Server Management/Install succeeded

Changed Events


Computer Management/Agent policy changed (new description)



Policy Management/Install package creation scheduled (changed subtype and
description)

Corrective Content
This section lists the defects that were fixed in CB Protection 8.1.4 Server.

Corrective Content in CB Protection 8.1.4 Server (Build 98)
Item #

Description

EP-6925

Fixed an issue where installations would fail when the service account password
contained special characters.

EP-6923

Improvements were made to the "Webex Productivity Tools" updater to avoid
blocks after updates to Webex Productivity Tools.

EP-7372

Fixed an issue where new Yara rules being received by the server did not trigger
agents to request the updated rules.

EP-7962

You should now be able to globally approve files from events in Unified
Management.
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Corrective Content in CB Protection 8.1.4 Server (Build 98)
Item #

Description

EP-7757

Regsvr32.exe was added as a default application to report or block when
launched by Microsoft Office applications in the "Microsoft Office Protection"
Rapid Config.

EP-7690

Improvements were made to the "Google Chrome" updater for windows to handle
changes in the Google Chrome publisher.

EP-7909

In previous versions of CB Protection, MSI files were hashed a particular way by
the agent. In version 8.1.4 and beyond, those files are being hashed differently. If
there are any hash approval rules or hash ban rules based on the old versions of
these hashes, the CB Protection Server will automatically create new rules based
on the new hash values of the same files.

EP-8178

Fixed an issue with Saved Views on the Events Page where some Saved Views
were broken. This fix makes it so that (a) Saved Views that were broken on
upgrade to 8.1.0 Patch 2 are now repaired, and (b) upgrading from any earlier
version to this version will not break any Saved Views.

EP-6876

Added autocomplete to filters on the events page to match the behavior prior to
8.1.0 Patch 2. The following columns now have autocomplete: Source, IP
Address, User, Process Name, File Name, File Hash, Root Hash, Process Hash.

EP-6298

When editing a rule, changing rule types would cause the process specification to
switch to "Any Process" regardless of what had been specified prior to switching
rule types. Now the process specification is preserved after switching rule types.

EP-6102

Fixed an issue where the CB Protection Server Version was being displayed
incorrectly after an upgrade.

EP-7077

Agents installed on Windows Server 2019 will now display the correct OS on the
computers page in the “Operating System” and “Operating System Details”
columns.

EP-6056

Fixed a potential failure of the daily prune task's DeleteOldTrackedFiles
procedure.
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Corrective Content in CB Protection 8.1.4 Server (Build 98)
Item #

Description

EP-4090

Fixed an issue where it was possible to map a policy to a non-existent AD group,
causing the server to crash. User group mappings to non-existent Active Directory
groups will be removed on upgrade.

EP-4088

Malformed user-mapping or policy-mapping information should no longer
precipitate a server crash.

EP-1683

Fixed an issue where CB Defense's main process, RepMgr.exe, would sometimes
trigger the "Report read-only memory map operations on unapproved executables
by .NET applications" Memory Map read rule. This change adds RepMgr.exe to
the rule named "Do not treat these processes as .NET applications" so that it no
longer triggers those events.

EP-6299

Fixed an issue where users may get an error when saving a Saved View despite
the view saving correctly.

EP-6735

Improvements were made to the WebEx for Chrome, Firefox, & Internet Explorer
updaters.

EP-6537

Fixed an issue where it was possible that editing an indicator set exception would
cause the exception to be ineffectual. Now the indicator set will work correctly
after an edit.

EP-6529

Fixed an issue where it was possible to get duplicate records on the Applications
on Computers page when viewing additional pages from the default view.

EP-7785

Removed the ability to subgroup on the Find Files page.

EP-5510

Improved performance when creating new file rules and modifying existing file
rules.

EP-3461

You can now group by hash or process on the Find Files and Files on Computers
pages.

EP-7362

SAML should now work with Centrify provided the assertion is signed.
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Corrective Content in CB Protection 8.1.4 Server (Build 98)
Item #

Description

EP-6634

Fixed a bug on the alerts page that showed a blank column option.

EP-7781

Fixed an issue where HTML was being exported to CSV for certain columns.

EP-2375

Fixed a bug causing manually created users to incorrectly display as AD assigned
users.

EP-8168

Fixed an issue where Saved Views on the events page involving File Threat or
Process Threat were broken on upgrade from versions prior to 8.1.0 P2.

EP-6546

Fixed a bug on the Applications pages where quick filters on hex fields were being
converted to integers.
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CB Protection v8.1.0 Patch 2
New Features and Product Enhancements
Beginning with 8.1 Patch 2, the following UI improvements and enhancements have been
added.

Improved Processing of Table Page Actions


Table actions (on new table pages only) now show a progress bar on actions.



Table actions are now “chunked” for processing. This allows you to perform actions on
larger groups of items without timing out or getting logged out, and also makes larger
CSV exports possible.

Note: These changes apply to Events, Files, and Rules pages

Other Table Improvements


Quickfilters: There are now icons on cells and headers that you can click and quickly
filter by fields.



Row selection: You can click on a row with a checkbox and the whole row will highlight.



Double click for details: If you double click on a row, the the details page for the object in
that row will open (if one exists).



Drag-and-drop columns: You can reorder columns by dragging-and-dropping the table
headers.

Events Page Improvements


Subgroups: On the Events page, in addition to displaying results sorted into groups, you
can also add a sub-group under the group you choose.



Group count: Sorting by group count is now allowed on the Events page.



Agent Version: This field is now available as a column on the Events page.

Corrective Content
This section lists the defects that were fixed in CB Protection 8.1.0 Patch 2 Server.

Corrective Content in CB Protection 8.1.0 Patch 2 (Build 3546) – Windows Agent
Item #

Description

EP-6200

Fixed the noisy assert in the agent process tracking that would complain about
PID 4 not being enumerated.
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Corrective Content in CB Protection 8.1.0 Patch 2 (Build 3546) – Windows Agent
Item #

Description

EP-6144

Fixed the information caching issue where sometimes the agent would give the
following error stating "isLocal mismatch Kernel[x] Usermode [y]".

EP-4988

Fixed an issue where a critical system process, for example ntoskrnl.exe, may be
tagged by CB Protection Agent as Bit9:Terminated which results in blocks of any
I/O the process performs before it is terminated. Because critical system
processes cannot be terminated by the Agent, the issue persists until the system
is rebooted or the tag is removed by using expert rule tagging actions.

EP-1543

To reduce the number of expanded rules, the system will wildcard per user rules
(e.g. C:\Users\*\Documents) instead of expanding the rule once per logged in
user. If a user has changed their folder location, this release will always include
an expansion for the changed location.

EP-3481

Fixed an issue where files could be silently blocked even after Allow was clicked
when being prompted by the notifier.

EP-5280

Updated the OpenSSL version the agent uses to 1.0.2o

EP-6866

Fixed an issue where the agent would, under some circumstances, scan the
computer for new scripts on every startup. Users may see a small positive
performance impact.

EP-7067

Fixed an issue where it was possible the machine would hang upon reboot after
upgrading the CB Protection agent.

Corrective Content in CB Protection 8.1.0 Patch 2 (Build 3546) – Server
Item #

Description

EP-6562

Fixed an error on logout during SAML setups that did not use an encryption
certificate.
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Corrective Content in CB Protection 8.1.0 Patch 2 (Build 3546) – Server
Item #

Description

NA

Fixed a SAML issue with Active Directory Federation Services. For ADFS we now
accept the following Attribute tags: KeyInfo, Issuer, AttributeValue,
AttributeStatement

EP-2821

Resolved an issue with uploading diagnostic files to the CBP server that had nonansi convertible characters. This has been resolved in this version and the User
Guide has been updated to reflect the new behavior. Please see “File and Path
Information for Uploaded Files” section in the User Guide for more information.

EP-3513

In prior versions, the following message was erroneously triggered when using
Unified Management to locally approve files on linked servers: `Notice: Cannot
create local approval for computer id: X because it is currently in a deleted state.'

EP-1712

When creating a rule, one can specify a list of users to which the rule applies.
This field had room for only 1024 characters. With this release, the field has been
expanded to accommodate 2048 characters.

EP-2163

In version 8.0.x in an AD environment, autocomplete of user names was not
finding a match when creating a new custom rule. Autocomplete of username
fields will now tap into a larger data source.

EP-5246

When rules are exported to CSV, the policy column should now display all policies
instead of being truncated as they are the policy column should now contain all
policies instead of being truncated as they are when displayed on the rules page.

EP-6130

Expert memory rules where the "Authorization Action" is "Terminate Source
Process" now correctly terminate the source process.

EP-6219

Fixed wildcarding of per user macros. Rules that reference per user macros such
as
<MyDocuments> will expand to a single rule (C:\Users\*\Documents) instead of
expanding to a rule per logged in user.

EP-6227

Fixed an issue where, if a rule was targeted to a specific user was exported and
then imported, CB Protection would sometimes fail to assign the rule to the user
on import.
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Corrective Content in CB Protection 8.1.0 Patch 2 (Build 3546) – Server
Item #

Description

TT-47500

User name is no longer lost on import.

EP-6542

Fixed "Imported" column in Custom, Memory, and Registry rule tables. Previously
it would not update to “Yes” after importing rules.

EP-5930

Agent upgraded events no longer show the incorrect time stamp as the release of
the agent software and now show the time at which the agent was upgraded.

EP-2064

Fixed a bug on the computers page that was preventing expanding or shrinking of
groups of assets.

EP-2768

Previously, on Windows machines, enforcement by the CB Protection agent of
tamper protection was preventing Windows from cleaning up control sets in the
registry after a restart. Symptoms of this problem were an accumulation of registry
keys in HKLM\System that are no longer needed and many tamper protection
block events in the console that indicate services.exe was blocked from deleting
ControlSet??? entries. We now allow the OS to delete old ControlSet??? entries
from the registry without blocks from tamper protection and related tamper
protection events.

EP-3271

Three more Australia time zones were added: Sydney, Brisbane, and Perth.

EP-3434

Fixed an issue where certain links to the Find Files page were timing out.

EP-3442

Fixed how the Console handles periodic database connection failures. Previously,
periodic failures of database connectivity caused the Console to get stuck logging
the same error repeatedly. This has now been addressed.

EP-4300

Users with the permission to manage local state can now locally approve files
from the events page.

EP-4584

Fixed an issue where it was possible that CBP would report file analyze blocks for
files that were already deleted before their analysis could be completed. CBP
should no longer report file analyze blocks for deleted files.
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Corrective Content in CB Protection 8.1.0 Patch 2 (Build 3546) – Server
Item #

Description

EP-4920

Rapid Config rule names should now appear in the Rule Name column on the
events page.

EP-5077

Fixed an issue where certain event fields were showing up with HTML escaped
code.

EP-5087

Previously, Tamper Events would be seen when svchost.exe attempted to write to
the sEstimatedSize2 value in the agents uninstall registry location HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\WOW6432Node\Microsoft\Windows\Curr
entVersi on\Uninstall\{DA971CA3-73AA-4A57-AFB48155E72CEB96}\sEstimatedSize2 This fix allows svchost to update that value
and avoid the Tamper Protection events.

EP-5764

A limitation that constrained computer names to fewer than 40 characters has
been lifted.

EP-5972

Fixed an issue that prevented inserting publishers with long names from being
stored in the database.

EP-6556

Fixed an issue where some approval request columns were being exported with
HTML tags when exporting to CSV.
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CB Protection v8.1.0 GA
New Features and Product Enhancements
The following features were new in the initial release of 8.1.0.

File Delete
Beginning with 8.1.0 GA, you can delete files on CB Protection 8.1 Windows Agents through the
CB Protection console.
The commands for deleting files are available in the following locations:


File Catalog page



Files on Computers page



Find Files page



File Details page



File Instance Details page

In addition, you can create Event Rules that will automatically delete files when certain events
occur, such as a report of a malicious file.

Role-based Access Control
There is a new Files permission in this release called “Delete files.” This is associated with the
new File Delete feature. Users with this permission have the ability to delete files on computers.

New Event Types
There are several new Event subtypes that get reported in relation to the deletion of files:


File deletion requested



File deleted



File deletion processed (file not found)



File deletion failed

More details can be found in the CB Protection user guide.

Two Factor Authentication using SAML
The CB Protection console can be integrated with identity providers (IDPs) that use the Security
Assertion Markup Language (SAML). This allows you to require two-factor authentication (2FA)
for logging in to the CB Protection console, for compliance purposes or to meet your own best
practice standards.
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FIPS 140-2 Certification
FIPS 140-2 certification allows CB Protection to be deployed by federal agencies, including
contracted service providers and other organizations requiring stringent security standards to
protect sensitive information. 8.1.0 adds support for FIPS compliant use with our Server and
Windows agent. In future releases we will have FIPS compliant Linux and Mac agents.

Corrective Content
This section lists the defects that were fixed in CB Protection 8.1.0 Server.

Corrective Content in CB Protection 8.1.0 (Build 3324) – Windows Agent
Item #

Description

EP-3521

Fix for BSOD in VM layering environments due to pushing of Protection upgrade
layer while keeping old registry data after agent upgrade.

EP-2751

Rolling logging of Agent Logs was not working correctly. Some logs would get lost
and agent config properties such as max_rolling_trace_size_mb and
max_rolled_trace_logs_to_keep would not be obeyed. Now rolling logging works
correctly.

EP-3217

A problem was identified that could lead to system files installed by Windows
Update to not be approved properly if updates were installed more than fifteen
minutes apart from each other. This affects agents running 8.0.0 Patch 3 through
8.0.0 Patch 5 but is now addressed.

EP-2400

Under some circumstances, when removable drives are connected to a system
running the agent during system restart, duplicate records of a file may have been
created, triggering errors in the agent logs and error events on the server. This is
corrected.

EP-1199

Event for timed override completion was missing. Added event notification for this
and also fixed bug where timed override could cause the agent to stop sending
events to the server until restart.
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Corrective Content in CB Protection 8.1.0 (Build 3324) – Server Agent
Item #

Description

EP-1133

Integration with Check Point has been updated to use Threat Prevention API 1.0.
CBP Server will now use https://te.checkpoint.com address for cloud file analysis
instead of previously using https://te-s.checkpoint.com address. After the update,
file analysis reports might include more detailed information than before.

52534

Fixed an issue with a Windows account that was unable to connect to the CB
Protection Server when the password included braces, single quotes, or double
quotes.

31401

EP-1185

Private memory usage cap in default application pool for IIS has been set to 1024
Mb, which is according to our OER and should provide optimal performance for
the CB Protection Console.

EP-5495

Upgraded PHP to 5.6.36 from 5.6.35

EP-2856

An issue was addressed in this release that caused software rules based on
parent-child relationships between processes to not consistently trigger on
processes that were started before the parity.sys driver was loaded.

EP-2111

When a new Custom Rule was created by action "Copy this rule...", the rank of
this rule was not correct. The created rule should now be ranked on the top of the
list of the custom rules.

EP-5395

Files that are banned by policy can now be locally approved on computers
policies in which those files are not banned.
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